
 
 
Hi and welcome to the last section of Module One.  

This part is all about spirit. 

Spirit might be a vague concept for you. It is for many people. But I do believe it’s the piece in 

the baby puzzle most of us miss. A very important piece. This is why I’ve dedicated a section in 

each module to this subject, so we can go a little deeper. 

According to the Vedas – the oldest existing spiritual scriptures on the planet -  human health 

has different layers with spiritual health at the core. Spiritual health is living in harmony with 

your true purpose. It forms the basis of mental, emotional and physical health. A good diet, 

exercise, lifestyle changes and mindfulness can help bring you back into balance but it is your 

connection to your core – you can even call this your inner teacher or voice – that will give you 

the stability to stand strong in a world of uncertainty, loss and turmoil. I will talk about aligning 

with purpose in Module two. Knowing more about your purpose is the best thing you can do 

to prepare for motherhood.  

In the last section Mind I spoke about forgetting your age. If you’re familiar with meditation 

you may have glimpsed this timeless or ageless dimension meditators talk about. We know 

from Metaphysics or Quantum Physics that there is much than the eye can see. Scientists say – 

and many psychics probably agree on this – that we can see only 4% with the physical eye. This 

means 96% is unseen to us. Or put differently: There are many dimensions beyond the physical 

eye. The entire mortal world is like a veil in front of what is true. Time and space are just an 

illusion of consciousness. 

Most leading spiritual thinkers believe we’ve come to the end of scientific materialism – the 

dominant paradigm that has been ‘in’ since the industrial revolution. The material-centric 

world view has gripped hold of the Western mind and has marginalized magic, spirit and a 

much deeper, richer inner dimension of human experience. This materialistic belief system is 

rigid and totally juxtaposed to a universe which is dynamic in its very essence. Science and 

theology both agree on this point: We have infinite potential.  

Or you may have heard this famous quote: 

We are not human beings having a spiritual experience. We are spiritual beings having a 

human experience.                                      Pierre Teilhard de Chardin 

 

Creating another human being is such a miraculous feat, it is the closest thing we have to being 

God. If it is our Godliness or Sacredness expressing itself, then it would be arrogant to believe 

that spirit plays no part whatsoever in the creation process. 

Many indigenous cultures pay huge respects to the spirit world. The Aborigines of Australia 

traditionally believe a spirit-child selects his or her parents before entering a woman’s body 

around the time of conception. They believe the father makes first contact with the spirit-child 

through a dream, sometimes even years before the child is born. What is remarkable is that 

the Aborigines believe this dream to be much more important than intercourse. Without the 



 
 
dream there is no baby. The dream or contact with the Spirit Baby is the main cause of 

pregnancy, not sex.  

Communication with the unborn may be as old as human life itself. 

In his little known but well researched book, Spirit Baby, the clairvoyant and medium Walter 

Makichen writes about his twenty years of experience in communicating with spirit babies and 

offering guidance to prospective parents. He talks about conception contracts. He says the 

conception contract is an energy bond. It represents an agreement between mother, father 

and child-to-be. Within this agreement each participant commits to playing a particular role in 

fulfilling the others’ destiny or karma. Disagreement, misunderstanding or a desire to change a 

role can affect the ability to conceive and carry a baby to term. Walter Makichen suggests that 

it is often the spirit baby who wants to make changes or clarify the conception contract. This 

comes from the fact that life on the planet can be quite confusing and frightening from the 

perspective and safety of the spirit world. If a spirit baby feels they’re not being listened to or 

getting the reassurance they need they will often withhold from the contract. They may feel 

lost in the confusion, frustration and anger a woman or couple feel when they have difficulty 

conceiving. If there is too much focus on the mechanics of reproduction a spirit baby may feel 

neglected. That’s according to this philosophy on spirit babies. 

I’ve heard other spiritual guides talk about how our mental chatter confuses spirit. Spirit can’t 

hear or connect if there is a lot of mental clutter in the cells. This is why meditation, deep 

relaxation, hypnotherapy or even sleep can be ways to start communicating with your spirit 

baby or the soul of the baby that is already surrounding you and just not sure yet when to 

come in. 

An awareness of the subtle or energetic body may be useful to learn about here. 

According to mystical teachings and most of the Eastern spiritual scriptures we all have a 

physical, mental and subtle body. In the Bhagavad Git, one of Hinduism’s most sacred texts, it 

is the subtle body that controls the physical body. In Sufism they call it the most true, genuine 

and sacred body. In Tibetan Buddhism it is the ‘light body’ or ‘rainbow body’. The subtle body 

could be described in a simplified way as the invisible life force or energy which extends 

beyond our physical form. There are a number of focal points (chakras or acupuncture points) 

connected by channels (nadis or meridians) where this life-force, energy, prana or chi flows. 

These channels are used in acupuncture, acupressure, reflexology or energy healing. Through 

the practice of breathing, mantra and visualization exercises you can also direct the flow of this 

energy. In the resources I’ve added a meditation you can practice to enhance the awareness of 

your subtle body.  

If you’ve struggled with any form or loss or miscarriage these first 40 days of the programme 

may provide a good opportunity to address any issues. You may want to seek support from a 

holistic practitioner, whether it’s an acupuncturist, massage therapist or energy healer - 

someone who will support your body in healing and strengthening your energy system. 



 
 
The grief of miscarriage is very real. I’m not trying to undermine it in any way. So take the time 

to work through it, mourn the baby you thought was coming and surrender to where the 

emotions take you. Please also realise that miscarriage is not a punishment for anything you 

did or didn’t do. Recognise any energetic obstructions and release them.  

Remember that all the shadow aspects of the unhealed self are immense opportunities for 

growth. Think of the beautiful Lotus flower rising above the mud. 

When a bone is broken it comes back together stronger than before.  

Or, as Marianne Williamson says: 

“We are most shining in places where we had darkness,” 

Clear the debris, detox and cleanse your energetic layers, in order to get life force moving and 

flowing again. Once you feel ready to move on, start saying yes. There will be more focus on 

saying yes and gratitude practice in module two. 

The subject of discernment can be crucial when it comes to overwhelm – one of the main 

issues people struggle with when they don’t conceive immediately. Discernment literally 

means the ability to judge well. It comes up in most spiritual traditions as an important tool 

and spiritual leaders like the Dalai Lama say it is one of our most important faculties. 

Discernment leads you to say ‘no’ to things. Remember ‘no’ said in the right tone of voice 

makes space for a ‘yes’. It can be great for your sense of calm, self-esteem and peace of mind. 

“No thanks I won’t take a second piece of chocolate cake.” 

“No I don’t feel like going out tonight.” 

“No I won’t buy that dress because I already have five in a similar style hanging in my 

wardrobe which I don’t wear enough” 

“No I won’t take on any extra work this weekend because I just want some down-time”. 

“No I don’t like the way you’re communicating with me.” 

“No I don’t think I’m ready this month for another IVF attempt.” 

And if all else fails, just surrender. 

You’re a portal, you don’t need to do anything. Just be open and life will guide you. 

Wishing you strength and beauty over the next 40 days. 

I will see you in Module Two which is called Repair and Prepare. 

 


